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rule being that they incur debt for the purpose, but, prudent
or imprudent, all are compelled to lavish sums altogether
inconsistent with the means of the majority m marrying their
sons, or, if their father be dead, their younger brothers To
be unmarried is contemptible, ignominious The man who
has not begotten a child, or who has lost his children, is
despised as an eunuch , to meet him m the morning is an
omen of misfortune , when he dies he becomes a miserable
ghost, his spirit haunting his former abode, and enviously
beholding the happy enjoyment by some other of those
blessings which the curse of sonlessness has rendered nugatory
to himself
Some curious customs which obtain in particular castes may
be worth alluding to in this place The Kuruwa Koonbees
celebrate marriages only under a certain sidereal conjunction,
which occurs about once in thirteen years, and hence it is
asserted by others, though they themselves deny it, that their
unborn children are often contracted in marriage on the chance
of their being male and female 1 A shepherd caste, called
' Bhurwads,' fix upon a particular year, about once in ten
years, for the celebration of their marriages, and they purchase
from the Rajpoot chief, or other ruling power, a piece of ground
upon which the hymeneal ceremonies are performed This
caste, also, finds itself compelled, for similar reasons, to con-
tract children of the age of two or three months The ground
cannot be employed for marriage rites a second time, but it is
retained henceforth in pasture, and never subjected to culti-
vation Upon it the shepherds erect an ornamental wooden
post, called a * marriage pillar,' which is preserved as an indi-
cation of the purpose to which the ground has been applied
Th6 bridegroom is called ' wur,' and the bride ' kunya',
Proposals of marriage are symbolized by a cocoa-nut, which is
sometimes richly studded with gems They emanate from the
house of lesser pretension, and Hie father of either bride or
1 la the hills near Raj Muhal,' 11 ib not -uncommon for two neighbours
' to agree, when their respective wives are pregnant, that the offspring,
' in the event of their being a boy and a girl,, shall be married to each
' other'—Vide Aviat Res iv, p 63 [The custom of betrothing unborn
children, known as Adla-badla,' interchange," still prevails among many
castes m northern India,]

